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New Heart of the Hospital Socks Offered by Healthmark

Fraser, MI, October 14, 2019 - Healthmark Industries is pleased to announce the new *Heart of the Hospital* socks to its Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) line.

Manufactured in America from 80% Acrylic, 20% Nylon and 10% elastic, the *Heart of the Hospital* socks are designed to honor CS professionals during Central Service Week and all year long. It is the tireless efforts of these unsung heroes that plays an often underappreciated, critical role in the delivery of the best patient care.

Made to provide (non-compression) support for the arch and bottom of the foot, the crew length *Heart of the Hospital* socks are a great addition to any medical professional’s wardrobe. The unisex *Heart of the Hospital* socks are available in Medium: 4-9 (Men shoe size) and 3-8 (Women shoe size); Large: 10-13 (Men shoe size) and 9-12 (Women shoe size).

Visit [www.hmark.com](http://www.hmark.com) or call 800-521-6224 for more information.

About Healthmark Industries Co., Inc.

Since 1969, Healthmark Industries Company, Inc. has developed and marketed innovative solutions to aid healthcare facilities in their delivery of surgical instruments and other lifesaving medical devices to patients. Healthmark Industries mission is to continue to innovate, continue to support and continue to serve the healthcare provider industry and support services that make it possible to deliver quality healthcare. Visit [www.hmark.com](http://www.hmark.com) for more information.